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Fed Rate Hikes

The U.S Fed has just raised the overnight rats by 0.25 bps which was largely expected by the market. They also signaled that 
they are not done with the hiking cycle. The market initially dropped on the news but then spiked higher towards the end of the 
day. The market does not seem to agree with the fed in that more rate hikes are coming. Technology stocks which are very rate 
sensitive rose the most in terms of sectors.

Fixed Income Space and ideas

Investment grade bonds are a good place to be with rates likely to stay high, quality bond issuers will have an easier time 
paying higher yields and rolling over their debt going forward compared to non quality issuers. Two ETFs to look at given the rate 
environment we are currently in ZMU- BMO Mid-Term US IG Corporate Bond Hedged to CAD Index ETF currently yielding 4.9% and 
ZCB- BMO Corporate Bond Index ETF  currently yielding 4.7% both offer exposure to investment grade space.

Inflation

Downward trend is starting with CPI starting to come slowly lower. Investors still need to hedge themselves against high levels 
of inflation currently 6.3% year over year CPI as of December in Canada. Many issues around the world are keeping certain areas 
like food inflation high with the war in Ukraine continuing and poor crop yields due to weather around the world and higher 
transportation costs as energy and input costs have kept inflation sticky in food prices.

Good trade idea for food inflation to look at ZEAT- BMO Global Agriculture ETF, has a quality screen in its selection process that 
has exposure to the most profitable companies involved in the food and food production process.

Another place to look at is Infrastructure as companies in this space generally have their revenues indexed to inflation, investors 
can use BMO- Global Infrastructure Index ETF as hedge and satellite as CPI remains

Equity factors

Value could outperform in the first half of the year as the market will remain very concerned with central bank's rates and 
potential continued rate hikes. Investors can look at BMO MSCI USA Value Index ETF or BMO MSCI Canada Value Index ETF to gain 
access to value factor equities which tend to perform better than growth companies in raising rate environments. Towards the 
second half of the year as rate hikes will likely pause in North America quality factor could outperform as it has acess to alot of 
growth equities, investors can use ZUQ-BMO MSCI USA High Quality Index ETF or ZGQ- BMO MSCI All Country World High Quality 
Index ETF

\

New BMO Covered Call ETFs

We are launching two new innovative covered call products to the market. BMO ETFs established the Covered Call ETF space in 
2011 with ZWB – Covered Call Canadian Banks ETF. Since then we’ve expanded that line up and have become the leading covered 
call provider in Canada with 2/3 of the market share. Two sector strategies that can be added as satellite positions to portfolios. 
ZWEN – BMO Covered Call Energy ETF is targeting a yield of 8%. With a underlying dividend yield of 3.8%, the remaining coming 
from option premium. We’ve seen dividend increases in the Energy sector and geopolitical conflicts and China re-open serve as 
tailwinds as well. ZWHC – BMO Covered Call Health ETF is a more defensive strategy to help cope with the challenges of 2023. 
Holdings will consist of more US healthcare names. Both strategies will help investors generate more income and create more 
tailored portfolio to help investors achieve their goals.

New BMO Fixed Income ETFs

BMO ETFs is adding two core building blocks to our fixed income suite. Both are priced very competitively. ZUAG – BMO US 
Aggregate Bond Index and TIPS – BMO US TIPS Index, MER of 0.08% and 0.15%, respectively. ZUAG uses the landmark Bloomberg 

index that covers the entirety of the US fixed income market, the largest bond market in the world. A great diversifer, especially 
for Canadian heavy bond portfolios. It provides a yield premium of appox 0.30% relative to ZAG and a shorter duration of about 6 
years. The US universe is 73% AAA with a correlation in the 70s, to help reduce overall volatility. The issuer base is deeper to 
diversify away the sector overweight found in the Canadian market. ZUAG.F and ZAUG.U are all well suited in the current 
environment.

TIPS can help investors navigate the evolving inflation and rate environment. ZTIP – BMO Short-Term US TIPS Index ETF, worked 
well 2 years ago. At that time shorter duration made sense. Today, investors are still concerned about inflation, but where rates 
are now, they may want to lengthen duration and get full market exposure. TIPS duration is 6.7 years, well positioned for the 
current market. As well the structural changes in the real return Canadian bond market have made it more difficult to access 
liquidity and inflation protection through real return bonds. So TIPS.F – BMO US TIPS Index ETF Hedged to CAD can be excellent 
solution to ensure you have liquidity while providing inflation protection. 
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To listen to BMO ETF podcasts please visit bmoetfs.ca. 

Sectors

In 2022 energy largely outperformed as a sector as energy prices rose with inflation and the war in Ukraine. For 
investors looking to get access to the sector but who are concerned that most of the growth has already happened 
they can look to our new covered call ETF, ZWEN-BMO Covered Call Energy ETF. This ETF offers monthly yield 
generation via a covered call overlay that is employed on about half of the portfolio. This strategy allows investors to 
get a high level of regular distributions and participate in some growth in the future of the underlying stocks as 
options are only written on half of the portfolio. 

ARKK has had a very strong start to 2023 has investors are becoming interested in innovation and growth names. 
Investors can gain access to Cathie Wood of ARK Investment Management LLC strategy without the need to exchange 
currency and purchase over a U.S. stock exchange through  ARKK- BMO ARK Innovation Fund ETF Series. The space is 
well positioned as most of the pain of raising rates has been felt and as rates begin to stabilize this type of strategy 
could perform well in 2023. ARKK can be used as a growth sleeve and to add diversification to a portfolio.

https://www.bmoetfs.ca/trade-ideas-podcasts
https://www.bmogam.com/ca-en/advisors/investment-solutions/etf/bmo-ark-innovation-fund-etf-series-arkk/
https://www.bmogam.com/ca-en/advisors/investment-solutions/etf/bmo-covered-call-energy-etf-zwen/
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Source: Bloomberg, All returns and data points February 1 2023. 
Any statement that necessarily depends on future events may be a forward-looking statement. Forward-looking statements are not guarantees of performance. They 
involve risks, uncertainties and assumptions. Although such statements are based on assumptions that are believed to be reasonable, there can be no assurance that 
actual results will not differ materially from expectations. Investors are cautioned not to rely unduly on any forward-looking statements. In connection with any forward-
looking statements, investors should carefully consider the areas of risk described in the most recent simplified prospectus. The viewpoints expressed by the Portfolio 
Manager represents their assessment of the markets at the time of publication. Those views are subject to change without notice at any time without any kind of notice. 
The information provided herein does not constitute a solicitation of an offer to buy, or an offer to sell securities nor should the information be relied upon as investment 
advice.  Past performance is no guarantee of future results.  The statistics in this update are based on information believed to be reliable but not guaranteed.  This 
communication is intended for informational purposes only. This article is for information purposes. The information contained herein is not, and should not be construed 
as, investment, tax or legal advice to any party. Investments should be evaluated relative to the individual’s investment objectives and professional advice should be 
obtained with respect to any circumstance. The BMO ETFs or securities referred to herein are not sponsored, endorsed or promoted by MSCI Inc. (“MSCI”), and MSCI bears 
no liability with respect to any such BMO ETFs or securities or any index on which such BMO ETFs or securities are based. The prospectus of the BMO ETFs contains a more 
detailed description of the limited relationship MSCI has with BMO Asset Management Inc. and any related BMO ETFs. 
Commissions, management fees and expenses (if any) all may be associated with investments in exchange traded funds. Please read the ETF Facts or prospectus before 
investing. Exchange traded funds are not guaranteed, their values change frequently, and past performance may not be repeated. 
For a summary of the risks of an investment in the BMO ETFs, please see the specific risks set out in the prospectus.  BMO ETFs and ETF series trade like stocks, fluctuate 
in market value and may trade at a discount to their net asset value, which may increase the risk of loss. Distributions are not guaranteed and are subject to change 
and/or elimination. 
BMO ETFs are managed by BMO Asset Management Inc., which is an investment fund manager and a portfolio manager, and a separate legal entity from Bank of 
Montreal. 
®/™Registered trademarks/trademark of Bank of Montreal, used under licence.
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